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2 2 THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS1 IntroductionIn this tutorial we describe a 2-dimensional application of the density-driven-ow problem, the 2d-Saltpool-Problem. We will stay entierly within theenvironment of the program-package d3f . I.e. the model problem is givenby a complete �le-system-environment (FSE) containing/saltpool ss//saltpool ss/config//saltpool ss/data//saltpool ss/logfiles//saltpool ss/metas//saltpool ss/ps//saltpool ss/scripts/A complete description of an FSE is given in [3]. Additionally we have forthis model problem/saltpool ss/doc//saltpool ss/bin/which are not neccessary to run d3f . In doc this documentation is located. Inbin an additional tool is provided (see section 4). For a complete descriptionof d3f we refer to [3].The model problem is a 2-dimensional analogon of the 3d-Saltpool--Problem as described in [5]. The aim of the presented model problem isto provide a simple framework to study the convergence behaviour of thesolution of the density-driven-ow problem. We will discuss di�erent timediscretizations as well as spatial discretizations. The framework allows tostudy the convergence in di�erent norms.The tutorial is organized as follows. In section 2 we present very brieythe governing equations and its con�guration parameters. In section 3 wepresent the model problem, i.e. its geometry, initial conditions, boundarycondition and the hydrogeological con�guration. Chapter 4 is devoted tospecial tools which are helpfull to analyze the convergence behaviour of themodel problem. Finally we present some preliminary results in section 5.2 The governing equationsIn the presentation of the equations of the density-driven-ow problem wefollow [3]. The density driven ow in porous media can be modeled by two



3nonlinear partial di�erential equations. The velocity of the uid in porousmedia can be derived from a pressure and the density of the transportedsolute using Darcy's law (see [2]):v = �k� (r p� � g) (1)with the parametersk permeability tensor, � dynamical viscosity,p pressure, � density of the uid,g gravity.The velocity v is called Darcy-velocity. Together with the continuity equationwe get the �rst equation, which we call in the sequel the ow equation:@@t (ne �) +r � (� v) = Q (2)with the parameters ne e�ective porosity,Q source term.The conservation law for the solute reads@@t (ne � C) +r � (� v C � � (D +Dm) r C) = Q0 (3)with C concentration of the solute,Dm di�usion tensor,D dispersion tensor,Q0 source.Equation (3) we call the transport equation. As independent variables wechoose C and p. The quatitiesk; g; ne; Dm; Q; Q0depend only on the spatial variables, whereas�; �; D (4)depend on the unknowns C and p. The system is closed by equations for thequatities (4) and the initial and boundary conditions for the equations (2)and (3). For possible speci�cations see [3].For the discretization of the spatial derivatives a �nite volume methodis used (see [3, 4]). The time derivatives are discretized by means of �nitedi�erences.
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Figure 1: 2d-Saltpool problem: computational domain and sources3 The 2d-Saltpool ProblemThe model problem is related to the 3-dimensional model problem suggestedin [5]. The 3d-saltpool problem was originated as a benchmark problem forthe density-driven-ow problem. Both physical experiments and numericalsimulations are discussed in [5]. We have reduced it for simplicity to a 2-dimensional model problem. In �gure 1 the computational domain and thesources of the model problem are displayed. In the upper left corner a sourceintroduces fresh water (C = 0) with a rate of�in = 1:89 � 10�5 m2=s:In the upper right corner water exits with the same rate. The initial condi-tions we chose to be C(x; t)jt=0 = 1; x 2 
:The con�guration parameters arene = 0:372; k = 9:8 � 10�10m2;jgj = 9:81 m=s2; Dm = 1:5 � 10�9m2=s;�L = 1:2 � 10�3m; �T = 1:2 � 10�4m:The boundary conditions simulate a closed box both for the water and for thesolute. The con�guration �les are located in the directory saltpool ss/config.
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Figure 2: Solution at t = 100s, t = 500s and t = 1000sThe time interval simulated is speci�ed in the script �le init.scr. The com-putaional domain for the model problem is
� [0; T ] = [0; 0:2]� [0; 0:28284]� [0; 1000]: (5)The unit for the spatial directions is [m], for the time direction [s]. In �gure 2the solution is shown at the times t = 100s, t = 500s and t = 1000s usinga �rst order discretization in space and time on level 8 (see section 5). Thesolution is displayed using contour lines to the values 0:1; 0:2 : : : ; 0:9.4 ToolsThe model problem has been designed to investigate the approximation prop-erties of the solution. d3f provides a special functionality to write the dataof a simulation to �le. This can be done using the UG-command dfwd. Forthe usage of UG-commands see [1, 3]. The syntax of the dfwd-command isdfwd $f <filename> $x <solution> $t <time> $a <append>;where filename speci�es the �le to write to, solution the symbol of thesolution and time the time. append speci�es if the �le is to be created(append=0) or the content is to be appended to an existing �le (append=1).The command is used in the script-�les saltpool ss/scripts/pre.scr andsaltpool ss/scripts/post.scr. The format of the �le is described in ap-pendix A. Along with the �le-system-environment of the model problem therecomes the tool to postsprocess these data. It is located in the directorysaltpool ss/bin. cd to that directory and type make to compile. The toolis named dfed2d. It proveds two functionalities. Used with a single �lerepresenting the solution udfed2d <file>;calculates jjI ujjL2(
�[0;T ])



6 5 RESULTSwhere I denotes the tri-linear interpolation. dfed2d can be used with two�les having a special relation. Assume the file1 represents the data u1 froma discretization with spatial spacing �x;�y and time spacing �t. file2then needs to be the representation of the data u2 from a discretization withspatial spacing �x=2;�y=2 and time spacing �t=2. Callingdfed2d <file1> <file2>;calculates jjI u1 � I u2jjL2(
�[0;T ]):In the directory saltpool ss/bin/ some sample �les generated using theUG-command dfwd are provided. We used the naming convention explainedin section 6.The user is encouraged to modify the tool. Interesting modi�cations are:1. change of the norm (k � k1, ...),2. application to a limited space-region ecluding the sinks/sources,3. investigation of the time-convergence only,4. investigation of the space-convergence only,5. comparism of Runke-Kutta and Frac-Step-� scheme,6. ... .5 ResultsIn this section we present the convergence results of two di�erent space/timediscretizations. The �rst uses full upwinding �nite volumes in space andthe backward Euler in time. Hence the scheme is �rst order consistent andmonotone. The second uses central di�erencing �nite volumes in space andthe Alexander-Scheme (diagonal-implicit Runge-Kutta of 2.order) in time.The scheme is second order consistent but gives rise to oszillations, i.e. itis not monotone. In both cases we use the following grids to discretize thecomputational domain (5) (nt, nx and ny denote the number of grid pointin t-, x- resp. y-direction). In table 2 and 3 the results of the �rst orderdiscretization scheme is given. Table 2 gives the L2-norm of the discrete



7Level l 5 6 7 8nt;l 21 41 81 161nx;l 33 65 129 257ny;l 33 65 129 257Table 1: grid spacing in time and spatial directionLevel l 5 6 7 8jjIl uljjL2 5.63957 5.69757 5.74258 5.77556Table 2: L2-Norm of the discrete solution (1.order discretization)Level l 6 7 8jjIl ul � Il�1 ul�1jjL2 0.288691 0.213709 0.151508Table 3: L2-Norm of the di�erences (1.order discretization)solution on 
 � [0 : T ]. Table 3 gives the norm of the di�erences of thediscrete solution on two subsequentially re�ned grids. From table 3 we getjjI7 u7 � I6 u6jjL2jjI6 u6 � I5 u5jjL2 = 0:740; jjI8 u8 � I7 u7jjL2jjI7 u7 � I6 u6jjL2 = 0:709:If we assume the di�erence of the solutions on two subsequentially re�nedgrids behaves like this on all �ner levels, we can conclude the existence of anL2-solution for the model problem.Level l 5 6 7 8jjIl uljjL2 5.81332 5.81743 5.81896 5.82049Table 4: L2-Norm of the discrete solution (2.order discretization)Level l 6 7 8jjIl ul � Il�1 ul�1jjL2 0.250462 0.092034 0.032358Table 5: L2-Norm of the di�erences (2.order discretization)Table 4 and 5 show the results of the second order discretization scheme.In table 4 the L2-norms of the discrete solutions are shown, in table 5 the



8 6 APPENDIX AL2-norms of the di�erences of the discrete solution. From table 5 we getjjI7 u7 � I6 u6jjL2jjI6 u6 � I5 u5jjL2 = 0:367; jjI8 u8 � I7 u7jjL2jjI7 u7 � I6 u6jjL2 = 0:352:If again we assume the di�erence of the solutions on two subsequentiallyre�ned grids behaves like this on all �ner levels, we can conclude the existenceof an L2-solution for the model problem. For the order of convergence weestimate � = log(0:35)log(0:5) � 1:5:This is less than the optimal order of 2 for conforming bilinear ansatz-functions. We assume this is due to the lack of regularity of the solutioncaused by the source and the sink.6 Appendix AFor the sample �les in saltpool ss/bin we used the following naming con-vention.[fu|cd]<level> [be|rk]<dt>The �rst alternative [fu|cd] denotes the choice of the spatial discretization(full upwinding vs. central di�erencing), the second alternative the choice ofthe time discretization (back euler vs. runge kutta). The <level> gives thenumber of uniform spatial re�nements used to create the spatial grid from agrid with one quadrilateral and four nodes. The <dt> denotes the time stepsize used.The format of the �les written by the UG-command dfwd is Ascii. Weconsider as an example the �le cd5 rk50. It contains data from a run usingcentral-di�erences for the spatial discretization and the Runge-Kutta schemefor the time discretization. A time step size of 50s was used. This namingconvention has no signi�cance for the evaluation using the tool dfed2d.For every timestep a header is written, containing some general informa-tion which we now discuss in detail. The �rst header isDIM=2HX=8.838834e-03HY=6.250000e-03N=33T=0.000000e+00.
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